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Nitrogen Fertilizer Comparisons in Furrow-Irrigated Corn.
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• The N Blend treatment had the highest two-year average yield with one of the lowest
application rates (68.7%appliedNrate.) This blend has performed well in situations of more
immediate N needs and then delayed N release for sustained sufficiency. Similarly, the two
rates of HighNRG-N also resulted in high yields with reduced N application compared to the full
rate standards. Surface applications of HighNRG-N appear to work well to preserve N from
loss.

•Addition of CalSip to a 46 gal/A rate of 32%+eNhance did increase yield with application of
sulfur and calcium in this low pH soil.

•Application of eNhance did not perform as well as expected at the reduced rate or the full rate
of N. But eNhance is not positioned as a full stabilizer, but as an aide to N uptake, and that
happened anyway.

Compare different broadcast surface-applied solution fertilizers and fall applied anhydrous
ammonia for yield affects on furrow-irrigated corn.

Different regions of the country have more-or-less set cultural practices for growing corn. Here
in South Central Nebraska, furrow irrigation is commonly used. Thus, nitrogen application
methods are limited in covering large acreage and s so fall anhydrous or surface broadcast of
UAN after planting are the main methods. The common rate of application is 200 lb-N/A, and
high yields are attained even though it would appear that more N is needed in order to achieve
these yields. This is the second year of an experiment comparing different fertilizers applied at
rates recommended here for 200lb-N/A. Average yields for the two years appear in the table
below, and are ranked from highest to lowest yields over the two years. The percent of 200lb-
N/A applied is also given for the full rate and the "high efficiency" N fertilizers.
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